
Episode 293: Allin spots in 4-Bet pots

HH1
100/200 around 40K to start pre
Rec Reg HJ $450 we 3Bet JTss BTN $2000 he 4Bet $7200, we
call(14700)
Flop Kh 8c 6s rb , he $4400, we call(23500)
Turn 2s he X, we $8500, he calls(40500)
Riv 5h he X we jam ~$20K….

- Example of a hand played preflop than can easily spiral out of control postflop
- JTss to this 4B sizing can probably find a fold

- Call 5200 into a pot of 9500 now
- Theory a call pre, reality against a lot of recs 4betting ranges

probably toast therefore should be overfolding more
- My reasoning: This specific villain is much wider with 4Bets, has a

lot more give ups post flop, capable of more folds on later streets
due to being too wide starting preflop. Trying to leverage my IP
power here

- Flop, standard range cbet, how wide can we continue versus this?
- To ⅓ im thinking any BD EQ is sufficient so 3 to BDSD 3 BDFD, this board

i have BDSD to the lower straight wrapped around a 7 or 9 turn
- But we just have a bunch of lower connectors to cover this runout to

continue 98 76 65 45
- Our combo AJs QJs QTs pure folds even to ¼ sizing
- Usually very sensitive to sizings, thinking MDF on earlier streets:

the larger they bet the less of your range you need to defend
- Regardless our combo is a pure fold

- Turn+River
- River shove in theory isnt the greatest:

- Actually blocks folds by villains FD spades also JJ TT
- Would actually ideally shove other spades unblocking folds

like A4 A5ss
- But my value shove range here is KK AA AK pure

HH2
5/10/20 around 11K EFF



We open HJ KcKd $65, Euro Pro CO 3bets to $225, we $800 he
calls(1630)
Flop Jd Tc 4d we cbet $550, he calls (2730)
Turn 7h we $2100, he calls (6930)
River 2s we jam for 8K....

- Preflop, very deep for these stakes
- Against linear 3betting ranges my 4Bet will be larger
- Against polar 3betting ranges my 4Bet will be smaller
- 4betting larger

- Generates more folds from their range
- larger reduces SPR
- reduces positional adv, esp with some hand strengths

- Flop, should be close to range cbet, curious on sizings we went ⅓, can probably
go larger

- Turn relative blank, nobody should have the straight here in theory
- There range slightly strengthens vs our entire range cbet otf

- River,
- Went for a value jam here
- Speaking with Ping after the hand went down

- Getting called by worse: QQ AJ AT Tx
- Thought check QQ and value jam KK/AA

- Bluff here is AK
- pretty clear value jam in solver world but in reality if people are playing way

tighter, this can be a straight overplay with our hand


